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Abstract  

 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a software solution which offers the opportunity            
to strengthen the company's effectiveness, integrating the business processes across          
functional areas. In order to obtain the expected benefit, a successful implementation of             
the ERP project is crucial.  
  
The aim of this thesis is to understand which different leadership styles can be applied               
during the ERP implementation phase, how they influence the overall project outcome            
and what leadership style can lead to the successful overall project outcome. The             
research covers following questions. To begin we will study which different leadership            
styles are applied in ERP implementation projects and study the leader’s trait &             
behavior through the project implementation process. Afterwards we will study how           
significant the leadership style is to achieve a successful overall project outcome            
and which style better suits the general context of an ERP implementation            
project.  
  
Survey questions were prepared either to project managers with experience in ERP            
implementation projects within their company or managers working for consultancy          
service firms. Concepts from multi-grounded theory i.e. open-, axial- and selective           
coding for empirical grounding are used as a methodological approach in the thesis.  
  
After the empirical and theoretical analysis, the conclusion we could draw was that the              
task structure and demand for the given situation, in which different type of team              
members are involved, is determining the factors to achieve the leadership           
effectiveness and consequently it is considered to be the major element determining the             
leadership style to be applied during the project. 
  
Keywords: ERP implementation project, leadership styles, situational leadership,        
contingency factors, task structures, leadership effectiveness, overall project outcome,         
grounded theory, multi-grounded theory. 
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1. Introduction 
Business process reengineering and optimization became a topic of high relevance in            

modern business competition. Topics related to critical success factors for the           

implementation in ERP, systems justification risk management or management         

accounting, business processes re-engineering then became attractive research areas         

(Schlichter & Kraemmergaard, 2010). However, despite the high attention, the          

conducted studies so far do not seem to be providing enough outputs to fully overcome               

the difficulties in managing the complexity in the ERP implementation projects.  

The present thesis aims to deepen into one of the main factors involved in the ERP                

project implementation projects, which is how different leadership approaches may          

influence the overall outcome. 

1.1. Background 

Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP is a software that organizes and manages a            

company’s business processes by sharing information across functional areas (Russell          

& Taylor, 2010, pp 700-701). Having in the ERP a centralized place for data generated               

by different transactions and processes, it becomes the core to support business            

decisions in all the functions of the company.  

ERP systems are, usually organized a suite of different tools, that integrates the             

management of the company business processes. ERP software helps the company to            

collect, store, manage and elaborate data of each business process. Data can be             

communicate among the different processes, giving the possibility to see and reuse            

them when needed, but also with external entities, such as customers. In order to              

simplify the communication flow among processes, ERP systems usually uses a unique            

database where all the data are stored. In addition, ERP software is designed to help               

users to insert data and automatize their elaboration whenever possible, so to minimize             

manual errors (Magal & Word, 2012)  
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[Figure 1. Anatomy of an Enterprise System, (Davenport, 1998)] 

Most recent technologies allowed the integration of even more processes, with           

important benefits for the business. Just for instance we can cite: mobile technologies             

which allow on-the-field workers to communicate data in real time with the ERP (e.g.              

sales representant can input sales orders, issue credit/debit notes, communicate

in-store stock situation in real-time); social network integrations, which allow to collect            

big amount of data from customers or potential customers to be elaborated (e.g.             

customer sentiment analysis, brand analysis, new product developments); industry 4.0          

technologies allows to send real-time data from the production machines to the ERP

(e.g. real-time process optimization and monitoring, real-time asset status         

management). 
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ERP systems implementation, maintenance and governance usually require big         

investments, hence they are traditionally more common in big companies. Anyway new,            

lighter and cheaper solutions have been designed through the years for middle and             

small size companies. 

Among the major solutions we can cite SAP (leader in the market), Oracle Netsuite ERP               

and Microsoft Dynamics. All of these are organized as a suite of modules, each              

operating in a different set of business processes listed in the previous paragraph, that              

are consistently integrated one with the other. As an example, the following figure             

shows the solution map of SAP ERP 6.0 (Magal & Word, 2012). 

 

 

[Figure 2. SAP ERP solution map (Magal & Word, 2012) ] 

 

Among the advantages of an ERP implementation we can state (Leon, 2012): 

● ERP can improve business efficiency helping in running internal business processes            

more easily; 

● ERP can automate repetitive operations, reducing manual errors risks and allowing to             

allocate human resources more efficiently; 
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● ERP supports the decision making process, giving the possibility to analyze and             

report big amount of data fast and usually real time; 

● once implemented, ERP creates an environment that can be improved more easily             

compared to the manual processes; 

● ERP integrates security functionalities allowing the segregation of data according to            

custom rules; 

● ERP can provide possibility to enhance external processes as well, for example with              

the automation of customer relationship processes or the communication of data (e.g.            

sales orders, invoices, shipment data) with external entities 

 

On the other side ERP implementation requires investment in the design, training,            

integration of existing external systems (if any), maintenance and customization. The           

design phase especially requires an important effort in the business process           

reengineering, BPR, which can be at the same time a great chance for improving the               

company efficiency, re-thinking the processes and transforming the business, but also           

a critical and costly operation.  

Under the technical point of view ERP implementation requires different skills, going            

from a range of functional knowledge of the application to software engineering and             

programming for the customizations which are often necessary (Leon, 2012).  

 

1.2. Problem Discussion 

It may appear clear that ERP implementation is not an easy task: many stakeholders              

are involved, from business experts to IT professionals, users working in many different             

functional areas and people coming from different countries and cultures, since           

multinational company branches could be geographically based around the globe.          

Consequently, the expected outcomes of the seamless integration in information flow           

between units such as finance, accounting, human resource, R&D, manufacturing,          

customer service, supply chain will be offering tremendous opportunities in the business            
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through increased efficiency and liabilities in the various strategies. But in case of the              

failure in the ERP implementation process the result can be much worse than the worst               

scenario (Davenport, 1998). According to the analyst firm Gartner, nearly 75% of ERP             

implementation projects go out of schedule or budget and the negative effect of this              

outcome can heavy. For instance FoxMeyer Drug says their bankruptcy is partially due             

to the misfit in their ERP systems which did not match their expectations (Davenport,              

1998).  

 

Challenges in the ERP system has been studied in various aspects together with the              

critical factors causing failures in the ERP implementation projects. Some of the critical             

factors identified relating the challenges in ERP implementation projects are as           

following: project delay due to ERP adaptation, difficulties in process integration,           

insufficient understanding between the business requirement and expected ERP         

functionality, poor change management, poor data quality, managing the dynamic          

process of adaptation between IT and its environment, hidden costs, organizational           

challenges, capabilities and behaviours in management, technical issues (Momoh, Roy          

& Shehab, 2010). 

There are still something more than just a list over the critical factors describing the                

challenges in the ERP implementation projects even though the challenges in the ERP             

implementation projects are identified in order to answer the question on how the ERP              

implementation project should be planned and performed to deliver a successful result.  

One of the important and obvious elements in the ERP implementation projects is that               

the ERP software has to be well adjusted for the integration of the company’s business               

process, which means that the IT system and the organizational culture should be fit to               

expect benefits from the provided ERP system (Ke & Wei, 2008). And in order to               

achieve the expected level of ERP adaptation, designing or manipulating the           

organizational culture could be inevitable and the leadership is a crucial factor to deliver              

that (Ke and Wei, 2008). Consequently how the leadership is applied during the ERP              

implementation projects, the leadership will have direct or indirect influence on the            
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progress of the ERP adaptation which will consequently have influence on both the             

project performance efficiency during the project and also quality on the project result.  

For all these reasons it becomes interesting to study how different leadership styles and              

aspects exerted by people involved in ERP implementation may impact the result of             

such critical projects. 

 1.3. Problem Formulation and Purpose 

Due to the fact that the ERP implementation is about integrating processes, inevitably             

ERP implementation process will cause great impact on organizational culture.          

Consequently a leadership which can implement strategies to manage the situational           

factors in the organizational culture to align the ERP implementation process with            

organizations business needs will increase the probability for the successful ERP           

implementation. Therefore, the problem area of this thesis is involving which appropriate            

leadership styles should be congruent with the situational factors during the ERP            

implementation project process in order to increase probability to achieve and sustain            

the leadership effectiveness i.e. strategic leadership with situational leadership theory in           

highly complex project environment.  

The aim of this thesis is to explain, from leadership perspective based on the situational               

leadership theory, how leadership effectiveness can be achieved in ERP          

implementation projects by studying how different leadership styles exerted during the           

ERP project implementation phase actually influence the overall project outcome.          

Referring to generalized situations we will try to understand what is the leadership style              

which can lead to the successful overall project outcome. 

The research questions for the thesis are formulated as following.  

Research question 1. What leadership styles are applied in ERP implementation           
projects and how does it influence the leader’s trait & behavior through the             

project process? 
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Research question 2. How significant is the leadership style to achieve a            
successful overall project outcome and which style better suits the general           

context of an ERP implementation project? 

1.4. Delimitation 

A whole ERP project cycle may involve a big number of complexity factors, depending              

on the business type, project size, environment. Among the various phases different            

figures may exert leadership and influence the overall result. Within the scope of this              

thesis we will focus on the implementation phase of the project, which is involving              

schedule and budget control, requirements collection and detailed scope definition,          

communication management and  resolution of conflicts.  

A typical implementation in a big company would require the coordination of multiple             

parties including the technical delivery team, the functional consultants, the internal           

business stakeholders, the key users and the members of the steering committee. In             

addition, team located in different geographical areas, with the communication and           

cultural implications of the case, are a common factor. Considering all of this, the              

correct leadership strategy exerted by the project manager during the implementation           

phase is a core topic, probably not sufficient but for sure necessary for the overall ERP                

project positive outcome (Chou, Jang & Wang, 2014). 

Study cases will be limited to projects in which one or more than one business process                

will need to be integrated into a new ERP solution for scratch. This case is of higher                 

complexity and interest compared to smaller ERP design enhancements over already           

implemented solutions.  

 

 1.5. Thesis Structure 

Perspectives regarding the importance of the ERP implementation project and the risks            

to understand and develop the research question together with the purpose of the thesis              

is provided in the Chapter 1. Introduction. The Chapter 2. Theory will clarify which is               
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the starting business context, how the ERP implementation project fits in it and will also               

summarise the leadership concepts used in the study in order to answer the research              

questions previously formulated. 

  

Overview of the methodological approach, short description of the grounded theory and            

codings are described in the Chapter 3. Methodology. Additionally, the details about            

data collection, respondents, ethical aspects and perspectives regarding evaluation of          

the validity and reliability in qualitative methods is also described. The empirical studies             

will be based on the experience of the managers working for multinational companies             

which implemented their own ERP system or managers working for consultancy service            

firms.  

  

The Chapter 4. Empirical findings and results will present the results from the survey              

answers in order to grasp the main perspectives to understand what leadership styles             

are preferred in ERP implementation projects and situational factors to understand the            

context in the ERP implementation project process.  

  

The collected data will be structured through open-, axial-, selective coding and through 

conditional matrix for an empirical analysis and also against theories under the Chapter 

5. Analysis. The analyzed result will be then discussed at the end of this chapter.    

 

And finally, the conclusion drawn from the analysis will be presented in the Chapter 6. 

Conclusion. 
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2. Theory 

2.1. The ERP Implementation Project 
 
With the celebrated article "Reengineering Work: Don't Automate, Obliterate" published          

in the Harvard Business Review (Hammer, 1990), professor Michal Hammer affirmed           

that technologies should not be used to automate existing processes, but either should             

be used to redesign business processes in order to eliminate non-value added tasks.             

This important concept, together with the one of continuous-improvement (which means           

that additional functionalities can be designed and released on an existing ERP system)             

is according to Hammer the base for a good ERP project implementation. 

In addition to the ones in standard project cycles, it is possible to identify some typical                

ERP specific phases (Kraemmerand, 2003): 

 

● process preparation: understanding of as-is processes and analysis of needs for            

change, understanding possible degrees of automation and aligning the process          

reengineering with the organization’s strategy; 

 

● system configuration: technical configuration of the system architecture, in a way that             

should provide security of data, continuity of services and performance efficiency; 

 

● ERP Customization: each solution may provide best practices and different way to             

configure the software mapping the company needs. This is usually done with the help              

of ERP functional experts. In addition, the most of ERP systems allow the possibility to               

change or create new functionalities by adding or changing the software source code.             

This is usually done with the help of ERP Technical experts. 
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● Data Migration: it is the process of identifying, moving, copying and restructuring data              

from external sources to the new ERP. The data source may also be another existing               

ERP system or software, datasheets, text files or others. 

 

● Extended integration: identification and integration of third-party softwares that won’t           

be replaced by the new ERP system, but instead should communicate data with it. This               

phase requires the design and development of software interfaces, both on an            

architectural and software development point of view. Best ERP systems provide suite            

of tools to help with this process. 

 

Reading the phases required by an ERP project implementation it is possible to identify              

multiple stakeholders involved. Some of the figures are typical of general projects            

initiation and execution, such as the sponsor and the members of the steering             

committee which decide the business priorities and the project goals and project            

manager to coordinate the activities (PMBOK, 2013). In addition, more specific figures            

involved are the business process leader who should be responsible for the integration             

of his process of reference; the other business process stakeholders, as for example             

the final users; the functional experts, which should bring the knowledge on how to              

configure the ERP system; the technical experts, which are involved in the architecture             

configuration or in the software customization (Metrejan, 2011). It is important to notice             

that in the landscape of teams involved many of them may be hired from one or more                 

than one consultancy firms, which usually facilitate the requirement collection and offers            

the experience to identify the right solutions and implement them, providing consultants            

both on the functional and technical point of view. Often this implies the presence of               

multiple project managers in the landscape, an internal one responsible for overall            

success of the project in terms of invested budget, schedule and results, also             

coordinating all the external partners, and one from the consultancy firm, who manage             

the project phases and resources only related to his assignments (Metrejan, 2011).  
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2.2. Leadership 

2.2.1. Definition of Strategic Leadership 
 

As the complexity in the business process increases the strategic leadership gets more             

attention. One of the reasons is that the “strategic” properties in this concept involves              

not only shareholders benefit (Carter & Greer, 2013) but also organizational growth in             

capabilities and maturity (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001) which is attractive perspective to            

satisfy the increasing demand in complex project environment and eventually with           

higher probability to achieve a leadership effectiveness in this area.  

Hoskisson defines the strategic leadership as “the ability to anticipate, envision,           

maintain flexibility and empower others to create strategic changes as necessary”           

(Hoskisson, 2001) which is showing that the strategic leadership has focus on achieving             

leadership effectiveness by increasing flexibility among the organizational members in          

multi-functional level to enhance the organizational performance and eventually to be           

more competitive and effective in a dynamic and complex environment. 

 

2.2.2. Leadership Styles 

Leadership style is a consistent pattern of behaviour that characterize a leader, or in              

other words a set of behaviours attitude of the leader which can clearly be identified by                

the team members (Dubrin, 2013). 

While in the past more autocratic leadership styles were common in business, today             

leaders working together with team members, sharing with them data and decisions            

became more common. These are known as participative leaders and according to the             

interaction they have with the team members can be also specifically defined as             

consultative leaders (they ask the opinion of each team member but at the end retain               

the authority for the final decision), consensus leaders (they don’t take finalize the             

decision until all the parties involved support the decision), democratic leaders (they            
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leave the authority on the decision to the team, for instance by voting). Participative              

style is based on the openness of the leader and it is frequent in technology companies                

and projects, where the team members usually have important skills and their opinion             

and creativity should not be stopped a-priori in order to keep a high productivity. As               

opposite to the participative leaders, autocratic leaders retain most of the authority and             

decision making process (Dubrin, 2013). 

2.2.3. Situational Leadership 

Leaders are most effective when their behaviour is contingent on the situation, including             

the characteristics of people involved. In other words the environment considerably           

conditions the leadership effectiveness and the situation can influence which behaviour           

and style the leader should emphasize. For instance, the organizational culture is a one              

of the principal situational variables the leader should consider in choosing which            

leadership style will be the most effective. Under this point of view it is useful for a                 

leader to be flexible in changing idea and behaviour according to the changes of              

circumstances, in order to reach the best outcome.  

The research carried out by Vroom and Jago identified three factors to be considered              

about the leadership conditioned to the situation (Vroom & Jago, 2007): 

 

● Organizational effectiveness is affected by situational factors not under leader          

control. Even if a good leader can be able to influence the situation in his favour,                

not all the situational factors can be under control by the leader.  

● Situations shape how leaders behave. How the leader behaves is substantially           

influenced by environmental forces and forces in the situation are three times as             

strong as the leader’s personal characteristics in shaping his or her behavior.  

● Situations influence the consequences of leader behavior. Situational theorists         

agree that a specific type of leadership behavior can have different outcomes in             

different situations. This position is in contraposition to management theories          

which try to identify a common trait of leader behaviors working in every context. 
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What is instead applicable to every situation is a conclusion: leadership is involved in              

motivating people to work collaboratively in order to reach common goal. 

Fiedler’s Contingency Theory of Leadership Effectiveness 

Fred Fiedler developed a contingency model to analyze the fact that the best style of               

leadership is determined by the situation in which the leader is working or, in other               

words, the leader should be able to modify his or her behaviour to reach the best                

advantage according to the different situation. Also, Fiedler is pessimistic about the            

idea of having managers fast to adapt their style: his position is that once a leaders                

understand their peculiar leadership style, it is more effective to match it with the right               

environment, possibly with the help of their organization. 

 

In Fiedler’s model, situations may require high, moderate, and low control and the             

highest degree of control is what the leader wants for having the best outcome in the                

given situation. The model classifies the control over the given situation based on three              

dimensions: leader–member relations measure the quality of the relation between the           

leader and the team members; task structure measures how well the job is defined, in               

terms of clear tasks and goals; position power measure the degree of leader’s control              

over the group members, including decisions over hiring, firing, promotions, salaries. If a             

leader is not in a situation that matches his or her leadership style, then one or more of                  

the situational variables should be modified.  
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●  
[Figure 3. Summary of findings from Fiedler's contingency theory (Cengage Learning, 2010)] 

 

Fiedler found out that task-motivated leaders perform the best in situations of both high              

control, because they can reduce concerns with the tasks organization, while           

relationship is the dimension they can focus on for improvements. Conversely,           

relationship-motivated leaders have the best outcome in situations of moderate control,           

in which they can spend more effort in building relations instead of managerial tasks.              

Finally, in situations with low control the two type of leader will behave differently: the               

task-motivated leader will try to reorganize the work and solve the confusion, usually             

resulting more effective than the relationship-motivated leader, who will focus on           

emotional support of the team. 

 

To conclude, Fiedler’s contingency theory considers both leader’s traits and situation to            

analyze leadership. On one side leaders can work on the three model dimensions to              

improve the effectiveness of his or her behavior, but on the other side the model warns                

this can be complicated, as in the most of situations the degree of control that the leader                 

can exert is variable. Considering this factor, shaping the situation in order to match the               

leader’s style can be considered to improve the control. 
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Hersey and Blanchard Situational Leadership Theory  

While Fiedler’s contingency theory has focus on the relation between leadership style           

and situation, pointing out its consequences over the organizational performance,

Hersey and Blanchard were trying to explain the suitable leadership behavior in            

relationship to the follower's maturity.  

 

Hersey and Blanchard have explained that the leader’s suitable behavior or style should

be determined depending on follower’s maturity which is explained by using managerial            

grid with relationship behavior and task behavior as variables. 

[Figure 4. Situational leadership, (Dichter 2015)] 

The Path-Goal Theory of Leadership Effectiveness

Robert House’s path-goal theory of leadership effectiveness states on what a leader            

should do to get the highest productivity and team morale in a given situation. The focus                

is on clarifying how team members can improve their performance by increasing their            

personal payoff and job satisfaction. Main point is that the leader should analyze and

take in consideration the traits of team members in shaping his or her behavior, together               

with the initial team structure: for a leader to be effective it is important to shape the                 

behavior so that each member feels satisfied for its individual job and at the same time                

the organization doesn’t lack of structure at all, but doesn’t show inefficiencies due to
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over structure. In other words we can say that the two key elements of the theory are                 

that leadership style should match with the situation, but also positively influence            

personal performances of team members. 

 

 
[Figure 5. The Path-Goal Theory of Leadership (Cengage Learning, 2010)] 

 
According to the path-find theory the leader should at first analyze the type of              

subordinates, determined by how well they feel capable of solving the assigned tasks             

and the degree of control they think to have over the environment. Then, the leader               

should consider environmental contingency factors, those which are not under control of            

team members, but yet may influence their personal satisfaction, such as the overall             

team duties, the organizational structure and authority system. Taking in consideration           

the previous two factors, the leader can then choose among four type of leadership              

styles: 

 

● Directive style, with focus on formal planning and control activities. This is            
indicated especially when team members are involved in well defined and           
repetitive tasks. 

● Supportive style, with focus on emotional support and concern about the team            
members morale. This is suitable when the team members are not satisfied and             
unsure about their skills or about the situation. 

● Participative style, focusing in creating an environment of collaboration and          
involving team members in decision taking. This is particularly suitable for           
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improving morale when team members are involved in non-repetitive tasks and           
have high qualification). 

● Achievement-oriented style, setting high-expectation and goal challenges, while        
assigning responsibilities to team members. This is particularly suitable when          
tasks are complex and not always well defined, and team members are as well              
ambitious and goal oriented. 

Even if the theory doesn’t provide formal evidences, a combination of styles can be              
achieved and useful in practice. 

2.3. Research model design 

2.3.1. Conceptual framework 

A conceptual framework is prepared as following.

 
[Figure 6. Conceptual framework] 

 
The conceptual framework is formulated with “contingency factors” as an independent           

variable, ”leadership style” as moderating variable, “leaders trait & behaviour”, “Fitness”           

and “Project performance” as intervening variables and “Project result” as a dependent

variable.  

 

We consider that the “Leadership style” is functioning as a moderating variable since            

the “leadership style” will have either a positive or a negative impact on the relationship
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between the “contingency factors” and “leaders trait & behaviour”. Therefore the total            

impact on the leadership effectiveness in “fitness” will be influenced by the direct effect              

from “Contingency factors”, “Leaders trait & behaviour” and the indirect effect from the             

“Leadership styles” through the influence on the relationship between the “Contingency           

factors” and “Leader’s trait & behaviour”. The “Project performance” in the next step will              

be affected by the leadership effectiveness in the “Fitness”.  

  

The dependent variable “Project result” will be directly affected by the intervening            

variable “Project performance” and indirectly by the moderating variable “Leadership          

style” through an impact on the relationship between the “Project performance” and            

“Project result”.  
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3. Methodology  
The purpose of this chapter is to describe what methods and techniques are selected              

and applied to answer the research question so the result can be applied as a               

generalized interpretation in the subject area. Especially, the aspect of validity and            

reliability is highly prioritized to motivate the selection of methodology.  

3.1. Methodological approach 

3.1.1. Overview 

 
Methodological approach will be an inductive reasoning using constant comparative          

methods through theoretical sampling to achieve the data saturation. Coding methods           

from the grounded theory are used to analyse the empirical findings, while in order to               

combine the interpretations from the empirical findings with external theories, the idea            

from the multi-grounded theory(Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 2010) is also used.  

  

Considering various theories, perspectives and approaches to analyze a phenomenon          

such as correlations in ERP implementation project will certainly increase opportunities           

to examine the empirical findings more deeply. This aspect is critical since applying             

different perspectives and approaches will strengthen the reliability and validity of the            

interpretation of the phenomenon especially when the research area is focused on a             

specific area, which can not be generalized easily such as ERP implementation project             

phase. Therefore the concept of multi-grounded theory is applied in this thesis to             

combine the empirical findings and external theories.  

 

Data analysis will be started with “data collection” with theoretical sampling. The            

collected data will be analysed through open, axial and selective coding in the data              

analysis. An interpretation of empirical findings will be prepared based on the result             
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from the grounded theory, before being investigated against the selected theories          

through the conceptual framework.

 

The process over the methodological approach for the research can be described as             

following. 

[Figure 7. Overview of methodological approach] 

Since the research subject is related to social and behavioral science, qualitative           

methods are applied in order to absorb various perspectives and allow           

non-mathematical concepts, theory and methods through the inductive approach during

the analysis. One of the most interesting approaches in the qualitative methods is             

grounded theory which is presented by Glaser and Straus (Glaser & Straus 1967) in              
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their presentation about the method of constant comparative analysis. The reason for            

this is because the approaches presented in the grounded theory are offering a             

systematic approach to develop the theories in qualitative research (Turner 1983) and            

they are considered especially well suited for the systematic analysis of the interaction             

relationships between the identified factors. Consequently this will strengthen the          

validity and reliability in the analysis from epistemological aspect.  

  

The clear challenge in this thesis is to interpret the complex relationship between the              

leadership effectiveness and the situational factors from each ERP implementation          

project, i.e. how to code the unique situations in the complex social phenomenon to              

structure the concept and perform the analysis without losing validity or reliability in the              

reasoning. In order to achieve the research result with high validity and reliability, it is               

crucial to use a flexible method, which can allow various perspectives from each cases              

but still can provide a clear structure which can present and explain the hidden various               

perspectives from the collected data. This is the reason why the qualitative methods             

according to the grounded theory is preferred for this study.  

 

3.2. Data collection 

3.2.1. Survey questions 

Based on the conceptual framework the survey questions are prepared for the data             

collection is prepared. Questions in the survey consist of 7 sections: an introduction part              

with the scope of knowing the interviewed and be sure that he or she is a valid                 

respondent to the questionnaire; then a section to analyze and define a generic             

situation during the ERP implementation project is presented: data about type of team             

members involved in the process and relative demand and structure of tasks is             

collected here; after the situational analysis the questionnaire focus on leadership           

behaviour and styles, including charismatic factors, ethical behavior, cultural diversity          

aspects, conflicts management and finishing with summary questions. This structure          
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aims to guide the interviewed in thinking about all the aspects of leadership which may               

influence the project outcome, related to the generic situational variables.  

 

Some questions offer alternative answers in order to lead the interview in a structured              

way and help in focusing on all the interesting aspects, while other provide the              

possibility to express ideas in an open way. The survey can be found in the Appendix of                 

the present document. 

 

3.2.2. Respondents 

 
In order to receive the most relevant information and perspective regarding the research             

question, primarily the project managers or directors with practical project management           

experience will be contacted. The decision is due to the fact that we are focusing on the                 

implementation phase of the ERP project, when the leadership exerted by project            

managers has the highest weight. In other phase of the the ERP project, in fact, other                

figures may be involved have higher weight in leadership, as for example the sponsor,              

the CIO, the business process principal. 

 

Another aspect is having variations in project environment dependently to the           

organizations business environment through answers from the final customer and          

consultancy firms. This consideration is made on the fact that on the same project both               

sides are involved with importance, but the nature of the business may create two              

different type of situation which can show an interesting diversity to study. Four project              

leaders are from the final customer and four are from consultancy firms. Finally, cultural              

diversities will considered, contacting firms are located in different geographical areas. 
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3.2.3. Data coding  

 
The purpose of the survey is to collect general project information and data from ERP                

implementation projects to have an overview of how the ERP implementation project is             

managed with what perspective, strategies and what kind of challenges the project            

manager has to go through during the project.  

  

The analysis will be performed repeatedly through inductive analysis by applying           

constant comparative methods to first structure the concept and categorization of the            

concepts, then to study the unique relationships by having focus on interactions            

between the exerted leadership strategies and the situational factors during the ERP            

implementation phase.  

  

Grounded theory 
 

Qualitative research is applied since the main focus in this thesis is related to find out                

and explain the correlations beneath the empirical findings and to gain a new             

perspective on the interactions in ERP implementation process. One of the qualitative            

methodology approaches used in qualitative research is grounded theory, which fulfills           

our needs to have a systematic coding method for the empirical findings in data              

analysis. (Bøllingtoft, 2015)  

  

One of the unique properties with grounded theory is that the approaches in the              

methods are especially suited for the research area where the proper concept frame or              

the knowledge between the concepts about a phenomenon is not settled properly yet             

(Maijala, Paavilainen & Åstedt-Kurki, 2004). Simply the methods according to the           

grounded theory, researchers can start with constructing a structure that shapes the            

research approach (Scott, 2004) which is explaining the interactions between the           
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concepts from the existing empirical data with least available information on the            

phenomena (Maijala, Paavilainen & Åstedt-Kurki, 2004). Even through the strength of           

the grounded theory is providing an ability to generate theory base on the available              

inputs in the research but it can also be applied as a tool for an analysis method as well                   

(Bøllingtoft, 2015).  

 

The grounded theory was developed as a reaction against the quantitative research            

methods (Bøllingtoft, 2015) which was focused on the theory and hypothesis instead of             

having much connection to the real world issues and consequently neglecting           

importance of the reality. Therefore the approaches in the grounded theory have focus             

on the reality and phenomena instead, which leads to either establishing a new             

perspective on a certain research area, or adding additional perspectives on the existing             

research area. And due to the fact that the grounded theory is focused on the reality                

and phenomena, this systematic qualitative research methods offer more possibilities          

and capabilities to be able to explain the phenomenon more accurately. (Bøllingtoft,            

2015). 

 

Multi-grounded theory 

  

The grounded theory suggested by Glaser & Strauss has remarkable strength in 

inductive reasoning capabilities in qualitative research methods with focuses on 

empirical data but there are some weakness as well. If there are any uncertainties in the 

collected empirical data, they will also be reflected in the result. (Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 

2010). In order to eliminate such risks in the research, strengthen the empirical findings 

and eliminate the risks for the knowledge isolation it is inevitable to apply the external 

theories as a part of research design to achieve a reliable knowledge integration as 

suggested in the multi-grounded theory (Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 2010) 
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[Figure 8. Three complementary grounding sources for a developed theory (adapted from 

Goldkuhl, 2004b), (Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 2010)] 

The idea of the multi-grounded theory is basically combining empirical findings which is 

generated through the grounded theory and adding insights from the preexisting

theories  (Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 2010) to finally develop a theory. 

Open Coding 

Open coding is the first step in the systematic design process in the grounded theory. In                

this step, concepts, properties and dimension in the collected data will be clarified and

categorized depending on the phenomena through the analytic process. (Lawrence &           

Tar 2013). 
 

Axial Coding 

Axial coding is about rebuilding the data which is fragmented from open coding,

between the category and their subcategories to structure a relationship to each other             

(Lawrence & Tar 2013) i.e. depending on causal, contextual, intervening condition,           

action-interaction strategy or consequence according to paradigm.  
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Selective Coding 

Selective coding is about selecting the main category and generating a theory by             

integrating, refining and validating the correlations (Lawrence & Tar 2013) between the            

selected main category and the other categories which are structured from the “axial             

coding” before.  

 

The collected empirical data will be structured to describe each project case and it’s              

environmental factors through open, axial, and selective coding for conceptualizing to           

create conditional matrix. Conditional matrix is the last step which is providing a frame              

expressing the links between conditions, consequences to explain the interactions          

involved in the analysis. (Bluff 2005) 

 

  

3.3. Validity and reliability in the qualitative method 

There are clear differences in evaluation of validity and reliability in the thesis depending              

on what method is applied, since depending on the research subject an appropriate             

approach should also be applied in order to provide the reliable reasoning process and              

expect any congruent answer as well.  

  

Evaluation of validity is divided into internal validity and external validity. Internal validity             

is questioning whether the relationship between cause and effect is properly structured            

i.e. if the research methods were convincing while external validity is related to whether              

the reasoning process for the research result has used appropriate structure and            

variables for the argumentation so that the research result can be generalized and             

applied in various cases. 
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Lincoln and Guba suggested a concept for an equivalent approach to evaluate the             

validity and reliability in qualitative research which is the concept trustworthiness. And             

trustworthiness consists of four perspectives which are credibility, transferability,         

dependability and confirmability (Guba 1981).  

  

Credibility is how well the perspectives in the research is measured which is equivalent              

aspect as internal validity in the quantitative methods (Lynne 2016). Transferability is            

equivalent to external validity in quantitative methods i.e. showing how the findings from             

the research can be generalized and applied in different contexts as long as the              

characteristics matches (Guba 1981). Dependability is equivalent to reliability in          

quantitative method and it is related to the stability of the data and questioning              

consistency in the findings from the research and if it can be repeated (Satyendra &               

Srilata 2014). Confirmability is objectivity of the research and how well it is focused on               

the research subject based on the answers from respondents without being affected by             

researchers preconception or interest (Satyendra & Srilata 2014).  
  

In order to have high Credibility and Dependability it is crucial to contact a respondent               

with appropriate and reliable information on the project cases. Initially survey with            

questions are prepared but depending on the analysis progress there will be more             

possibilities to make sure to receive the additional reliable input from the cases and to               

apply relevant theories or methods for the reasoning. Transferability is one of the most              

important measures which determines outlines of the thesis structure from research           

design, since it is showing the external validity of the research result i.e. evaluating if the                

generalized research question can be applied in other cases.  
  

3.4. Ethical aspects 

Important aspect in methodology is ethical considerations involving data collection, case           

description and handling the personal information on the respondents in qualitative           

research. Depending on the research area the ethical dilemmas will be different and             
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preventing any potential issues in ethical aspects in qualitative methods could be more             

sophisticated compared to the cases in quantitative methods (Orb, Eisenhauer &           

Wynaden, 2001) since the description of the cases will be mainly based on the              

information provided by respondents.  

 

One of the possible ethical dilemmas in data collection is that the researcher has to               

collect enough data without exploitation or harming the respondents. All the knowledge            

and information in the organizations are their valuable assets which can strengthen their             

business to be more efficient and competitive. Even though the respondents have            

shared a certain information, it still might be considered as sensitive information            

depending on the various circumstances and therefore might cause any conflicts in the             

organization depending on how the collected data is presented in the research result.  

In order to eliminate such potential risks during the research, the researcher should             

understand vulnerability of the respondents and need for confidentiality of the           

information to avoid harming the business or project involving the research. Even            

though, at the same time, the information on how the researcher could access the data               

for the research is still critical for the reliability of the entire research. 

The survey method is applied as initial contact for this thesis to be clear on what we are                  

looking for and to avoid taking too much time form their project time. For a deeper                

discussion a semi-structured interview is planned additionally depending on the          

respondents answers. All the names or titles which could cause any risks will be              

replaced to maintain the respondents privacy, confidentiality of the information in this            

research.  
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4. Empirical findings and results 

The answers from the survey are restructured to present the essential empirical findings             

about how the respondents are experiencing the correlations between the variables           

“leadership style”, “contingency factors”, “leader’s trait & behavior”, “fitness”, “project          

performance” and “project result” in ERP implementation projects.  

 

Since the focus on this study is to understand how the ERP implementation process is               

evolving, i.e. not only identifying what the factors are but more of how these factors are                

interacting with the contingency factors depending on what leadership style is applied,            

the ground theory is applied to show the interrelations during the ERP project process. 

 

4.1. General information on respondents 

Total number of respondents are 8 and five of them are Project managers, two of them                

are directors or C-level and one service owner. Four of the respondents declared to              

have main experience from ERP implementation as an employee of consultancy firm or             

a freelance consultant and four of them as an employee of corporate implementing the              

system. On the other side, it is also common for corporate employees in the field to                

have a previous experience in consultancy. All of the respondents can be considered             

senior professionals, having at least more than 5 years and up to 20 years of               

experience in leading ERP implementation projects.  
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4.2. Empirical findings  

4.2.1. Situational analysis 

First section of survey questions is related to the situational factors such as influence on               

the working group depending on the leadership and factors for a successful project             

based on the respondents experience.  

 

In the scope of a situational analysis is important to understand which are the types of                

team members involved in the project and if they have specific needs and differences              

regarding the demand for tasks. This indication is important to understand how the             

leader should eventually differentiate his behaviour and leadership style for each group            

of team members in order to get the best effectiveness. 

 

“ERP technical consultants” are considered to be able to work independently and “strict             

planning” and “control tasks” are required in order to manage “delocalized service            

teams” according to the survey answers which indicate that the different leadership            

styles are required depending on the task structures. 

  

When it comes to the influence on the project result, “Presence a consulting firm as a 

partner” and “Stakeholders Multiculturality” appears to be relevant conditions to 

consider for a successful implementation of an ERP project. And when it comes to the 

question about how difficult it is to lead the project, the presence of a consultancy firm 

ease the leadership of the project and the delocalization of the team complicates it 

 

4.2.2. Leadership style 

According to the second question, the “participative” leadership styles are applied in the             

ERP implementation project according to the respondent’s experience. The answers are           

implying that the leadership styles have influence on the project result eventually. 
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“Right mix of supportive, participation and goal-oriented kind of leadership is            
always helping to reach the success. [...]” 

 
Another aspects of the answers are focused on achieving the team efficiency, team             

cohesion and increasing motivation.  

  

“[...] However as a Leader you need to know when to step-in in case of plan not                 
well addressed or not followed. No micro-management though, unless your          
middle management team is weak or absent” 
  
“Yes, usually the Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and less on               

making people working at their best. All the others styles need to be blended              
together to achieve success.” 

  

And the best way to achieve the team efficiency is having a flexible leadership style               

depending on the given contingency factors.  

  

“yes, as a Leader you should adapt and change your style based on the context                
and team you have in front of you.” 
  
 “Leader should adapt to team and every single member of the team” 

 

4.2.3. Charisma 

 
According to the survey questions related to the leader’s charisma, “master           

communication skills, being able to use effective and colorful language”, “ability to            

inspire trust” and “ability to make team members feel capable” are considered to be the               

relevant factors to achieve a successful result in ERP implementation project. 
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These identified factors which are related to leader’s communications skills are also            

considered as the critical factors to achieve the team efficiency and team cohesion             

during the project which will affect the project progress. 

 

  

“Vision, Trust and Communication are very important skills to use during large            
programs or managing big teams. Being able to be heard and considered            
trustworthy, means that your Vision will pass through and will become the team's             
vision - of course you need to have one!” 
  
 “Communication skill, direct and candid, positive attitude” 
  
“ability to make team members feel capable, be direct and candid, being positive,             
optimistic” 

 

And according to the survey answers that there is a correlations between the project              

result and the leader’s trait, such as communication skills so the project result can be               

affected eventually.  

  

“Yes, when Project or Program leader were lacking of soft skills, most of the time               
they rely only on Project plans and micro-management, regardless their technical           
or functional expertise.” 
 

4.2.4. “Ethical Behaviour” and “Cultural Diversity Awareness” 

 
When it comes to the leader’s ethical behavior, the behaviour “respect individuals in the              

team, showing courtesy, being honest” and “cultural appreciation, showing respect and           

even value cultural differences among team members” are considered to be relevant for             

a successful project. While the leader’s cultural diversity awareness is considered to be             

a rather “neutral” influence on the project result.  
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4.2.5. Conflicts Management 

 

“Conflict management” is considered as a highly relevant element to deliver a 

successful project result. The answers from the respondents indicates that a 

collaborative style, promoting the collaboration to reach win-win solutions, is the best 

approach to solve the conflicts. This indication is coherent with the previous indications 

of giving participative power to members and pointing on the wellness of the whole 

team. 

Overall, the respondents are believing that the factors related to the “leader’s traits and              

behavior, especially the communicative skills” has more influence on the ERP           

implementation project result than the suggested situational factors in the questions.           

The leadership styles should be adapted depending on the contingency factors to            

create the team cohesion and to achieve an efficient task performance which will lead to               

the successful project result eventually. 

 

4.3. Coding 

4.3.1. Open coding 
 

In this open coding process, the survey answers were examined, first to identify the              

“concepts” and then extract the identified “concepts”. Then the extracted “concepts” are            

categorized through comparison with other answers and finally organizing the same           

“concepts” from the answers after the “category” and “paradigm” depending on the            

properties of the “concepts” i.e. phenomenon, intervening condition, action/interaction,         

contextual condition or consequence.  
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Some of the “concepts” are used as in the answers but most of the concepts are                

interpreted and shortened to more abstract words instead of containing all the details             

from the answers.  

 

Through the open coding, from the survey answers, we could extract 37 concepts which              

can be categorized in 14 categories as following.  

 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Participative Leadership style Contextual 
condition 

Achievement-oriented 

Directive 

Relationship-oriented 

balanced leadership style with an ability to 
understand the team’s needs 

“always have people involved making them feel part 
of the team. Positive attitude always help if it comes 
along with strong and still ideas and knowledge” 

A leadership should be flexible and adopted 
depending on the context and the team 

“Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and 
less on making people working at their best.” 

Leader’s trait or 
behavior 

Significance of the leaders trait for the success 

An ability to Inspire and motivate the team members 

project failure or difficulties due to lacking of soft skills 

Ethical behaviour 

Cultural Diversity Awareness 

Communication and cultural intelligence 

Too strict leadership negative impact on the result 
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However as a Leader you need to know when to 
step-in in case of plan not well addressed or not 
followed. 

Uncertainties Phenomenon 
 

Vision, Trust and Communication are very important 
skills to use during large programs or managing big 
teams 

Needs of vision, 
trust, inspiration 

middle management team is weak or absent Organization Intervening 
condition 
 Internal conflict Conflict 

Change management Challenging task 

Motivated colleague with interesting challenges Motivation 

Leading to create the right environment 

Differentiated challenges for motivation 

Team cohesion and common challenge to success 

Create an environment depending on team’s skill and 
motivation to achieve the goal 

Commitments and passion 

avoid micro-management unless it is necessary focus on strategy action/interaction 
 

Planning is the key 

“... micro-tasks” 

micro-management 

Conflicts Management 

Achieve team-decision through communication and 
cultural intelligence 

Team decision accordance with cultural/ 
organizational/final goal to achieve win-win solutions 

focus team and individual effort for the common goal 

Change management 

Avoiding internal conflict through understanding 
culture and behavior 

Positive conflict 
management 
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“when the final goals need to change or be 
accomplished differently”

Managing 
deviations

 Project failure Consequence 
 

 difficulties in 
project

 successful result 

[Table 1. Open coding] 

More details of the open coding can be found in the “Appendix 2. Open coding” of the                 

present document.

4.3.2. Axial coding

The identified categories from the open coding can be connected to paradigm elements

in the axial coding to explain the correlations in the ERP implementation project context

as following. 

[Figure 9. Axel coding] 
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All the structured categories are again structured under Paradigm which consists of            

causal condition, contextual condition, phenomenon, intervening condition,       

action/interaction and consequence.  

Causal condition is related to either causing the phenomenon or leading the            

development of the phenomenon (Brown & Stevens, 2002). In this study, the project             

scope is presented as causal condition and “Uncertainties” and “Needs of vision, trust,             

inspiration” as Phenomenon. Context condition is the special conditions affecting the           

Phenomenon by creating a certain circumstances through action/interactions (Brown &          

Stevens, 2002) and therefore the “leadership style” and “leader’s trait or behaviors” are             

identified as context conditions.  

A leadership should be flexible and adopted depending on the context and the              
team 

“Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and less on making people             
working at their best.” etc 

Intervening condition is either diminishing or emphasizing the strength of the causal            

conditions’ influence on the Phenomenon in a certain context (Brown & Stevens, 2002),             

and therefore the intervening conditions could be positive or negative. 

middle management team is weak or absent, Internal conflict, Change           
management 

Action/interaction is one of the critical sections which should be handled more deeply in              

selective coding, since this action/interaction is showing how the process of the            

Phenomenon is developing depending on the causal, contextual or intervening          

conditions. In this study, “focus on the strategy”, “positive conflict management” and            

“managing deviations” are extracted from the survey answers.  

avoid micro-management unless it is necessary 
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Achieve team-decision through communication and cultural intelligence 

focus team and individual effort for the common goal 

Avoiding internal conflict through understanding culture and behavior 

“when the final goals need to change or be accomplished differently” 

Consequence is depending on how the phenomenon is managed through a process            

where the concepts in the action/interaction were involved. In this study, project failure,             

difficulties in project and successful result is mentioned which is depending on how             

Phenomenon is managed through action/interaction.  

 

4.3.3. Selective coding 

Selective coding is the last step in the coding and is to select the main category which                 

can explain the correlations between the extracted categories by integrating and refining            

the categories to develop a theory. (Lawrence & Tar 2013) In this study, in order to                

investigate how the leadership styles are applied in ERP implementation project           

process, we have extracted following categories i.e. “leadership style”, “leader’s trait or            

behavior”, “uncertainties”, “needs of vision trust inspiration”, “organization”, “conflict”,         

“challenging tasks”, “motivation”, “focus on strategy”, “positive conflict management”,         

“managing deviations”, “project failure”, “difficulties in project”, “successful result” and          

connected with causal condition, context condition, phenomenon, interenning condition,         

action/interaction and consequence to understand the process in context and finally to            

explain with the main category.  

According to the survey answers, the process of managing the implementation project            

appears to be mostly focused on the project performance efficiency instead of having             

focus on the project success.  
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“always have people involved making them feel part of the team. Positive attitude             
always help if it comes along with strong and still ideas and knowledge” 

“A leadership should be flexible and adopted depending on the context and the             
team” 

“Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and less on making people             
working at their best.” 

The question about “achieving a successful result in ERP implementation project” is not             

about focusing on eliminating all the risks in the project or only pursuing the project               

success but rather about having a leadership style, trait and behavior (context condition)             

which should be flexible depending on the context and the team (intervening conditions)             

as following.  

“Right mix of supportive, participation and goal-oriented kind of leadership is            

always helping to reach the success. However as a Leader you need to know              

when to step-in in case of plan not well addressed or not followed. No              

micro-management though, unless your middle management team is weak or          

absent” 

“yes, as a Leader you should adapt and change your style based on the context                

and team you have in front of you.” 

  “Leader should adapt to team and every single member of the team” 

“Communication and Cultural Intelligence are key but not always present. A            

Leader should be the one that doesn't push his ideas but make them a              

team-decision driving the people to achieve win-win solutions fitting within          

culture/organization/final goal. A successful Leader is the one able to address,           

gradually, the different changes that need to happen in a company during the             

transformation journey.” 
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“Leaders that are directive but are not trusted by the team or the stakeholders               

very often fails. Trust is built with a respectful and collaborative environment, the             

leader should also demonstrate his skills in the project areas to inspire trust. ” 

“Ability to understand culture and behavior will diminished internal fights and            

focus team and individual effort to strive for the common goal - the greater good -                

of the project. Everything must be communicated timely and in the proper way to              

make everybody part of the decision process (if needed) and accountable for            

their tasks and activities. In this way you avoid micro-management.” 

“Leaders for large programs are keys if they are able to involve all levels and                

layers of the organization. Changing companies is matter of leveled and staged            

changes in procedures, tools, organization and finally people (the most          

challenging part). The change must be gradual but clear from the beginning,            

shared goals and target. Be fair when the final goals need to change or be               

accomplished differently but always have people involved making them feel part           

of the team. Positive attitude always help if it comes along with strong and still               

ideas and knowledge.” 

The process over action/interaction based on applied leadership styles or behaviors           

(contextual condition) depending on organizational, conflicts, challenging tasks        

(intervening conditions) can be explained as following.  
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[Figure 10. Selective coding] 

The critical elements to determine the main category for this research are firstly             

understanding significance of the situational factors team members and task structure.           

Secondly strategies to achieve and maintain the expected efficiency in project           

performance through team cohesion by managing the “intervening conditions”. Thirdly          

depending on the leader’s individual traits such as communicational skills or how to

read the circumstances in different contexts. These elements will interact depending on            

the interrelations between the conditions and will have influence on achieving           

leadership effectiveness and eventually on achieving a successful project result,          

which is the main category in this study and can be described with following conditional

matrix.  
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[Figure 11. A conditional matrix of the ERP implementation process] 

As discussed the process over the main categories could be explained with            

“action/interaction” between the “Phenomenon” and “Consequence” depending on the         

“Intervening condition”.  

As presented in the conditional matrix, the intervening conditions are one of the most              

significant elements from the leadership effectiveness perspective, since they can either           

emphasize or diminish the impact on the Phenomenon which will consequently

influence the project result. Therefore the identified intervening conditions should also           

be considered as one of the main factors to determine what “Leader’s traits & behavior”               

should be, in order to expect any positive “action/reaction” during the ERP            

implementation project phase.
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5.  Analysis 

Research questions are divided into two parts. The first part is related to the leadership               

effectiveness related to the contingency model and situational leadership and the

second part is about the influence of the leadership style on the project result.              

Interpretation of the empirical findings will be investigated against the selected theories            

through the research questions.  

5.1. Leadership effectiveness 

[Figure 12. Research question  1. Leadership effectiveness] 

Research question 1. What leadership styles are applied in ERP implementation 
projects and how does it influence the leader’s trait & behavior through the 
project process? 
 
The first research question is about how to achieve a leadership effectiveness which will              
lead to the effective project performance. In this research question, the “Project            
Performance” is defined as a dependent variable and the remaining variables are the             
same as described in the conceptual framework. The first research question is to focus              
on the variables’ direct or indirect impact on the “Project performance” through the             
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leadership effectiveness in “Fitness” by using Fiedler’s contingency theory and          
Path-goal theory.  
 
 

5.1.1. Fiedler’s Contingency Theory of Leadership Effectiveness 

 

Fiedler proposed three factors in his contingency model which are “leader-member           

relations”, “task structure” and “position power”. These three contingency factors are           

used to describe and determine the influence of the leader’s authority over the team              

members behaviours. (Miller, Butler & Cosentino, 2004) 

From the empirical analysis, we have identified intervening conditions i.e. the categories            

“organization”, “conflict”, “Challenging tasks” and “motivation” which either emphasize or          

diminishes the impact on the Phenomenon and because of this reason the concepts in              

this category is very interesting from the leadership effectiveness perspective. The           

related concepts to these categories were as following, 

 

Concept Category 

middle management team is weak or absent Organization 

Internal conflict Conflict 

Change management Challenging task 

Motivated colleague with interesting challenges Motivation 
 

Leading to create the right environment 

Differentiated challenges for motivation 

Team cohesion and common challenge to success 

Create an environment depending on team’s skill and motivation to 
achieve the goal 

Commitments and passion 
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[Table 2. Open coding - intervening conditions] 

The identified categories and concepts are related to mostly conflict management          

(leader-member relations), motivation related to task structure (task structure).  

Participative leadership style which is a relationship oriented leadership style with           

relatively low leadership authority, is mostly preferred for a successful project in ERP             

implementation project based on the empirical findings from the survey answers. In this

case in order to expect a successful result the leader-member relationship has to be              

good since the task structure and position power are assumed to be low to match the                

case as in Category IV as shown in the Figure 13. Fiedler’s Model: Matching Leaders               

to situations (Pearson Education, 2012). This is to be able to expect and achieve the

successful result according to the Fiedler’s contingency model which is also confirmed            

through the empirical findings.  

[Figure 13. Fiedler’s Model: Matching Leaders to situations (Robbins & Judge, 2016)]

This means that the leader’s traits and behavior are significantly affected by the given              

contingency factors and also determined by leadership styles since the relationship           

between the given contingency factors which are the low task structure, low leadership             
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authority, forces the leader to have the good leader-member relationship to raise the             

chances to achieve a successful project result. The leaders effort to adapt themselves,

i.e. effort to achieve the “fitness” between the contingency factors and the leader’s traits              

& behavior, is therefore considered significantly affecting the project performance.  

5.2. Leadership styles and their impact on the project result 

[Figure 14. Research question  2. Leadership styles and their impact on the project result] 

Research question 2. How significant is the leadership style to achieve a 
successful overall project outcome and which style better suits the general
context of an ERP implementation project? 

The second research question is about how the leadership styles are affecting the 
relationship between the project performance and project result to achieve a successful
project result.  

In this research question, the “Project result” is defined as a dependent variable as 
described in the conceptual framework. The focus in this research question 2 is to
understand the relationship between the “Project performance” and the “Project result” 
by studying the variables’ direct or indirect impact through empirical- and theoretical
analysis to find out how the moderating variable “Leadership style” will affect the 
relationship between the “Project performance” and “Project result”
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5.2.1. The Path-Goal Theory of Leadership Effectiveness 

 

[Figure 15. Conditional matrix - action/interaction] 

According to the conditional matrix, the “action/interaction” could be able to describe the             

interactions between the leadership styles and the project performance through the           

interactions between contextual-, intervening conditions and the consequences, since

action/interaction is a link between the intervening conditions and consequences.  

Concept Category 

avoid micro-management unless it is necessary focus on strategy 

Planning is the key

“... micro-tasks” 

micro-management 

Conflicts Management 

Achieve team-decision through communication and cultural intelligence

Team decision accordance with cultural/organizational/final goal to 
achieve win-win solutions 
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focus team and individual effort for the common goal 

Change management 

Avoiding internal conflict through understanding culture and behavior Positive conflict 
management 

“when the final goals need to change or be accomplished differently” Managing 
deviations 

[Table 3. Open coding - action/interaction] 

The process involving steps in “action/interaction” is the phenomenon influenced by           

causal-, contextual- or intervening conditions before being released as a project result.            

The concepts involved in this stage are focused on “avoiding conflicts, align team             

motivations with the project goal, support and guide the team members to achieve the              

goal”.  

Involved categories are “focus on strategy”, “Positive conflict management” and          

“Managing deviations”. Process involved in action/interaction could be explained with          

maintaining the project performance efficiency through the ERP implementation project,          

including the dynamic influences from the rest of the conditions involved including the             

leadership styles as well.  

According to the “The Path-Goal Theory”, the leaders task is to support the team              

members to achieve their individual goals and this will eventually lead to achieving the              

organizational goal which explains quite well about the identified concepts in           

action/interaction categories from the empirical findings. 

In order to apply the “The Path-Goal Theory”, it is critical to understand how crucial the                

contingency factors in the path-goal theory influence the determination of what           

leadership style types should be applied to maximize the project result. These two             

contingency factors are “environment contingency factors” such as task structure,          
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authority system, organizational structure etc and “situational characteristics” of the          

team members. (Paul, 2016) 

 

Leadership 
style 
 

Keyword 
according to 
the theory 

Concepts from empirical 
findings 

Category 
 

Interpretation 
from empirical 
findings 

Directive Plan, 
instruction 

Planning is the key focus on 
strategy 

Very clear and 
specific about the 
plan 

Supportive try to 
motivate 
team 
members 

      

Participative 
  

team-decisio
n 
  

Avoiding internal conflict 
through understanding 
culture and behavior 

Positive 
conflict 
manageme
nt 

Focused on 
team-decision 
and conflict 
management 
  

focus team and individual 
effort for the common goal 

focus on 
strategy 

Achievement
-oriented 

challenging 
goals 

“... micro-tasks” focus on 
strategy 

Also focus on 
team decision but 
also clear about 
the connection 
between the 
individual effort 
and the common 
goal.  

Achieve team-decision 
through communication and 
cultural intelligence 

Team decision accordance 
with 
cultural/organizational/final 
goal to achieve win-win 
solutions 

Change management 

focus team and individual 
effort for the common goal 

[Table 4. Characteristics depending on leadership styles] 
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The answers shows that the “participative” leadership style is preferred even though            

“directive” and “achievement-oriented” are also mentioned. One of the unique aspects in            

the Path-goal theory is that the flexibility of the leadership styles may improve the team               

effectiveness (Dixon & Hart, 2010) which implies that the leaders can change the             

leadership style even though there are no changes in the “environmental contingency            

factors” or in the “situational characteristics” of the team members, as long as the team               

effectiveness can be achieved improving the team members motivation and individual           

performance through the leaders strategies and support. (Dixon & Hart, 2010).  

According to the path-goal theory, which leadership style or various leadership styles            

are applied will have certain impact on the influence between the project performance             

and the project result by satisfying the “environment contingency factors” and           

“situational characteristics” of the team members. This does not mean that there is only              

a certain leadership style that can be identified depending on the given “environment             

contingency factors” and “situational characteristics” of the team members. The reason           

is that the leadership styles are described as more flexible in path-goal theory compare              

to the Fiedler’s contingency theory and therefore there could be more than one             

leadership style which can be applied but can still lead the project performance to a               

successful result. This could be an explanation for what we have found out from              

empirical findings.  

Even though the survey answers shows that the most prefered leadership style in ERP              

implementation project process is the participative leadership style but the supportive           

leadership style were also mentioned. 

“Right mix of supportive, participation and goal-oriented kind of leadership is           

always helping to reach the success. However as a Leader you need to know              

when to step-in in case of plan not well addressed or not followed. No              

micromanagement though, unless your middle management team is weak or          

absent”  
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- Question 5: Do you think your leadership style has an impact on the success of                

the ERP project implementation and why?  

The information indicates that the explanation from the Path-goal theory for the overall             

ERP implementation project suits well and it is not a single certain leadership style that               

can satisfy the whole dynamic demand for the given contingency factors, but a balanced              

and flexible leadership style structure. The flexibility in the leadership style allows to             

handle the dynamic demand between the “environment contingency factors” (e.g. task           

structure, authority level, organization) and “situational characteristics” of the team          

members (skills, motivation, career expectations). 

5.3. Summary of the analysis and discussion 

  

The direction of the theoretical sampling during the data analysis was guided by             

constant comparison based on the structured concepts and open coding. Despite the            

limited numbers of respondents for the survey we could still achieve a sufficient             

theoretical saturation to structure the correlations between the conditions. Using the           

open- axial- and selective coding in the data analysis, we could identify certain             

correlations and structure them through the axial coding with causal-, contextual-,           

intervening condition, action/interaction and consequence.  

  

The concept of the methodological approach shows that there are two main streams.             

The first is based on the empirical findings which is explained through “a conditional              

matrix of the ERP implementation process” and the second is based on the relevant              

situational leadership theories which are presented in conceptual framework. These          

approaches are combined to explain how the leadership effectiveness can be achieved            

in ERP implementation projects and its impact on the overall project outcome by using              

the correlations we have structured in “a conditional matrix of the ERP implementation             

process” and leadership perspective based on the situational leadership theory. 
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The main reason for having the structure with the two main stream i.e. theoretical - and                

empirical analysis, is to study the real world phenomenon in the center for the              

investigation and eventually to structure perspectives and understandings in the ERP           

implementation project by explaining the correlations among the identified factors          

instead of just listing the challenging factors. Since the interesting aspects in the ERP              

implementation projects are not only identifying what the challenges in the ERP            

implementation projects are or what the critical factors in the challenges but how to              

manage these complex correlations through the leader’s trait and behavior to achieve            

the leadership effectiveness and maintaining the team performance level by          

understanding what leadership styles or perspectives should be applied during the           

different phases in the project process.  

 

Situational leadership theories have significant benefits to explain the complex          

phenomenon especially due to the condition “when the given condition is changed”            

which should be applied to a situation with a dynamic and a complex phenomenon as in                

the ERP implementation projects and the analysis could be even better if the             

phenomenon is identified in details.  

 

Understanding the low task structures in ERP implementation projects with power           

position and leader-member relation makes it easy to explain why the participative            

leadership style is preferred in order to achieve the leadership effectiveness. But the             

difficult part was because other leadership styles were also mentioned such as            

directive, achievement-oriented but not supportive. Still, this could be explained with           

task structure relations but also as an effort from the leader trying to be flexible to                

increase the team efficiency to maintain the team performance in high level through the              

project process even though there are  no specific changes in the contingency factors.  
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6 . Conclusion 
6.1. Summary of the thesis 
 
ERP implementation projects are known for having a high failure rate. The thesis aims              

to get an understanding about one of the several variables which may impact the project               

result: leadership effectiveness. 

 

After a review of leadership styles theory and the most important situational leadership             

theories, such as Fiedler’s Contingency Theory, Hersey and Blanchard’s theory and           

Path-Goal theory, a survey was used to collect data to be analyzed. 

 

The survey was designed to collect data related to the situational variables, including             

information about the task structures required about the most common teams involved            

in the project, and then went through each behavior and trait of a leader. The leaders                

selected to answer the survey had experience in ERP project management, as in the              

phase of the implementation the influence of the PM behavior is higher than the one of                

the main project stakeholders. 

 

A qualitative methodology was then applied, using grounded theory for empirical           

findings from the survey questions and multi-grounded theory concept to combine the            

empirical findings with the selected theories. 

 

The study confirmed that the leadership style is an important variable impacting the             

overall project result. 

 

Based on the analysis result, we could draw the conclusion that a participative             

leadership style is the most effective one in the scope of ERP implementation projects,              
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while charismatic traits and conflicts management ability emerged amongst the most           

impacting variables in leader’s  behavior. 

 

All the answers lead to the conclusion that improving the team participation, cohesion             

and satisfaction is the most important goal of leader within the ERP project             

implementation phase and to do so, soft skills appears to be more important than actual               

theoretical knowledge and application of formal project management procedures. With          

the exception of delocalized service teams, which require a more strict control, the             

demand of less structured tasks and the importance of participation to unleash the             

potential also indicate that team members are usually perceived as qualified and            

independent. Even so, it emerged that the flexibility to adapt leader’s traits and behavior              

according to contingency factors is important. 

 

6.2. Research questions 

6.2.1. Research question 1  

 
Research question 1. What leadership styles are applied in ERP implementation           

projects and how does it influence the leader’s trait & behavior through the             

project process? 

 

According to the empirical findings, i.e. from the survey answers but also interpretations             

based on the result from the grounded theory, the mostly preferred leadership styles are              

balanced leadership styles that combines participative, supportive and        

achievement-oriented.  

 

While Fiedler’s contingency theory motivates the relationship between the contingency          

factors, it is quite rigid relatively to the leadership styles to be applied. Considering the               
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empirical findings requiring more flexibility, it is then necessary to combine Fiedler’s            

contingency theory with the path-goal theory. 

  

Depending on the project scope or characteristics in the ERP implementation projects            

the contingency factors will be changed and this will affect the conditions to answer the               

question about What leadership styles are applied in ERP implementation projects           

and how does it affect leader’s trait & behavior through the project process?.  

  

One of the important factors is “task structure”. Depending on whether the task structure              

is high (clear structure) or low (less defined structure) the “position power” and             

“leader-member relation” have to be in a certain combination in order to expect a              

successful project result according to the Fiedler’s contingency theory.  

  

Task structure in the ERP implementation project process appears to be low, hence             

requiring the leader to have higher communicative skills to inspire the team members,             

keeping the productivity high and solving conflicts in a win-win result. 

 

Consequently, due to the highly complex tasks, the project process effectiveness is            

rather depending on the individual team members, which is not a favorable situation for              

the leader according to the Fiedler’s theory. A more relation-oriented leadership style            

i.e. a low “position power” and good “leader-member relation” is required, since the low              

“task structure” can not be changed.  

6.2.2. Research question 2  

 
Research question 2. How significant is the leadership style to achieve a            
successful overall project outcome and which style better suits the general           
context of an ERP implementation project? 
 

One of the complex definitions is a “successful overall project outcome” but in this              

context we have a defined meaning “successful” as “an ERP project implementation            
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matching the business expectations on predefined schedule and budget” (ref: survey           

questions). This is because the focus in this thesis is to study about how various               

leadership styles interacts during the ERP implementation phase of the whole ERP            

project cycle. The limitation is necessary to isolate the impact of the project manager              

leadership style on the overall result, excluding the phases in which someone else             

leadership is actually more powerful (e.g. the initiation phase or the internal change             

management phase). 

  
As identified from the empirical findings, and discussed from the previous section, it is              

critical for the leaders to understand situational factors to have an appropriate strategy             

to maintain the leadership effectiveness together with the team through the project            

process depending on how the interactions between the contingency factors during the            

project process are. 

  

If the first research question is related to how to achieve leadership effectiveness, the              

research question 2. How significant is the leadership style to achieve a successful             

overall project outcome and which style better suits the general context of an             

ERP implementation project? is more focus on how to “maintain” the leadership            

effectiveness through the complex and dynamic conditions.  

  

As we discussed in the previous section that the leadership style will have significant              

influence in achieving the leadership effectiveness through affecting the “leader’s traits           

& behaviours” which is connected to project performance. Correlations between          

maintaining the efficiency level of the project performance and what leadership styles            

are applied in ERP implementation projects can be explained with the path-goal theory             

as well.  

  

This is because the path-goal theory is allowing more flexibility in the leadership styles              

which appears to be relevant to the preferred leadership styles in ERP implementation             

projects.  
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What leadership style or in combination of what leadership styles are applied will be              

crucial because the part of the critical factors will be related to the tasks and project                

scopes but a great deal will also be related to the interactions between the individuals               

involved in the team. Therefore the important aspect is not about “which style better              

suits the general context of an ERP implementation project?” but if the leader has              

the ability to interpret the “environment contingency factors” and “situational          

characteristics” of the team members to prepare an appropriate strategy for what            

leadership style should be applied. 

  
 

6.3. Contributions 
  

One of the main contributions from this thesis is that we could introduce a new                

perspective on the correlations between the leadership styles and effectiveness in ERP            

implementation project process. In addition, using methods from grounded theory, we           

have shown how to analyse the correlations, interpreting and categorizing the identified            

leadership concepts by axial coding. 

  

ERP implementation project process is complex, involving many variables and          

conditions with uncertainties. There are plenty of previous research materials related to            

the interactions and correlations between the factors in a complex ERP project process,             

but most of the results are focused on identifying the factors which lead to a more or                 

less too general conclusion to be applied in practical level, due to the uniqueness of               

every ERP implementation project. 

  

Empirical analysis using grounded theory did help us to structure a conditional matrix             

showing the correlations between the conditions involved in the ERP implementation           

project based on the empirical findings. The study was not only focused on either              
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empirical or theoretical analysis, but tried to combine and verify both of them by              

applying multi-grounded theory. 

 

6.4. Implications for further research 
 

Empirical findings are the most valuable information to learn about the complexity in the              

real world and how to cope with the tasks based on the given contingency factors.               

Applying the grounded theory in empirical analysis is similar to transform the issues             

from the real world to a different domain, displaying the hidden patterns through             

different perspectives in order to prepare a strategy to manage the issues. When the              

issues are identified or the interpretation of the complexity is done, then there should be               

more approaches, i.e. theories, to manage the identified issues. We think we have             

identified a relation between the leadership styles and situational variables in the ERP             

implementation project process, but did not continue to develop any theory on this due              

to the limited empirical data. We think similar methodological approach may be used in              

a different project process area but with more empirical data, for instance, through             

interviews or more closer involvement in a project for the entire time during the thesis. 

 

The study tried to generalize the context of an ERP project implementation. It would be               

interesting to further study the sensibility of the result comparing it with those reached in               

different contexts (i.e. with change in situational variables). For instance, it can be             

interesting to study if the result is still valid in a critical context, when the budget and                 

resources are short or the schedule too demanding. Also, while our study generalize the              

teams involved in four most common categories, variables such as the mix of seniority              

among the resources is not included and could actually have influence on the             

leadership effectiveness. Furthermore, all the respondent have had main experience in           

Western markets of Europe and North America. It is well known from the most of               

leadership studies the importance of cultural background of team members. While our            

study includes some variables regarding cultural diversity awareness, this is still too            
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shallow to be sure the result may still be valid if applied on a project involving a                 

completely different cultural context. For example, an extension of the study to            

important Asian contexts (e.g. Chinese, Japanese, Korean and South Eastern Asia)           

could be of great interest to understand how the effectiveness of each leadership style              

may vary. 
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Appendix 1. Survey questions 

INTRODUCTION PART 
 
1) Which of the following best describes your professional role in the ERP area: 
 

A. Senior Consultant/Expert 
B. Project Manager 
C. Programme Manager 
D. Director or C-Level 

 
2) Your main work experience in ERP implementation projects has been covered as: 
 

A. Employee of Consultancy Firm or Freelance Consultant 
B. Employee of Corporate implementing the system 

 
3) How many years of experience do you have in leading ERP implementation projects? 
 
Let’s define “successful" an ERP project implementation matching the business expectations           
on predefined schedule and budget. 
 

SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 
4) By your experience, how do you perceive the following categories to be able to work in                 
independence, i.e. without strict planning and control of tasks by a centralized leadership? (from              
1 to 5) 
 

A. Internal business stakeholders (process owners, analysts) 
B. ERP business process consultants 
C. ERP technical consultants 
D. Delocalized service teams  
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5) By your experience, how do you generally perceive the following categories to be able to                
perform their assigned tasks productively and with quality?  (from 1 to 5) 
 

A. internal business stakeholders (process owners, analysts) 
B. ERP business process consultants 
C. ERP technical consultants 
D. Delocalized service teams  

 
6) According to your experience, what is the influence of the following factors in reaching a                
successful implementation of an ERP project  
(1-very negative, 2-moderately negative, 3- neutral, 4-moderately positive,  5-positive) 
 

A. Presence a consulting firm as a partner 
B. Presence of two or more than two consulting firms on the same project 
C. Location of business stakeholders in different geographical areas 
D. Location of outsourcing service in a different geographical areas 
E. Stakeholders multiculturality 
F. others (indicates …) 

 
7) According to your experience, how is the difficult to lead the following factors to reach a                 
successful implementation of an ERP project  
(1-very easy, 2-moderately easy, 3- average, 4-moderately difficult,  5-very difficult) 
 

A. presence a consulting firm as a partner 
B. presence of two or more than two consulting firms on the same project 
C. location of business stakeholders in different geographical areas 
D. location of outsourcing service in a different geographical areas 
E. stakeholders multiculturality 
F. others (indicates …) 

 
 

LEADERSHIP STYLES 
 
8) Which of the following definition best describes your leadership style within the context of the                
ERP implementation project? 
 

A. Directive, focus on formal planning and control activities, assigning detailed tasks to the             
team members 

B. Supportive, focus on emotional support and concern about team members morale 
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C. Participative, create an environment of collaboration and involve the team members in            
the decisional process 

D. Achievement-Oriented, set high-expectation and goal challenges, while giving        
responsibilities to team members 

 
9) Do you think your leadership style has an impact on the success of the ERP project                 
implementation and why? 
<open answer> 
 
10) Do you have experience with other styles of leadership applied to ERP project              
implementation (by yourself or other leaders) and, if yes, do you think this influenced the result                
and how? 
 
Let be the following teams involved in the ERP project implementation 
 

A. internal business stakeholders (process owners, analysts) 
B. ERP business process consultants 
C. ERP technical consultants 
D. Delocalized service teams  

 
11) Do you think the leadership style in relation with each of the previous groups should be                 
differentiated and how? 
 

CHARISMATIC FACTORS 
 
12) How would you relate the following leader’s charisma factors, skills, characteristics to the              
successful implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral,          
4-moderately relevant, 5-relevant) 
 

A. being visionary, offering an exciting image of the ongoing transformation 
B. master communication skills, being able to use effective and colorful language 
C. ability to inspire trust 
D. Ability to make team members feel capable 
E. job involvement, showing passion for the job 
F. being energetic and self-starter 
G. being positive, optimistic 
H. Emotional expressiveness, communicating emotions also with non-verbal       

communication 
I. positive attitude to risk taking 
J. self-promoting personality 
K. be direct and candid 
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13) Please choose 3 factors among the ones presented in the question n.8 that you would like                 
to master (even if you already master) to positively influence the outcome of ERP              
implementation projects and explain why. 
 
(open answer) 
 
14) have you experienced project failures in which some or all difficulties were clearly related to                
lack of charismatic skills of the leader? If yes, please shortly explain 
(open answer) 
 

ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR 
 
15) How would you relate the following leader’s ethical behaviour to the successful             
implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral, 4-moderately          
relevant, 5-relevant) 
 

A. pay attention to all the stakeholders, offering fair interest to all the parties affected by               
decisions 

B. build a community, in the sense of mediating and sharing for a common goal to reach                
among all the stakeholders 

C. respect individuals in the team, showing courtesy, being honest 
D. accomplish silent victories, sharing success with all the team  
E. cultural appreciation, showing respect and even value cultural differences among team           

members 
F. show integrity, relatively to moral codes 
G. demonstrate loyalty, to the customer, organization, team members 
H. demonstrate genuine compassion for others problems, including the ones of team           

members 
 

 

CULTURALLY DIVERSITY AWARENESS 
 
16) How would you relate the following leader’s cultural and diversity sensitivity aspects to the               
successful implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral,          
4-moderately relevant, 5-relevant) 

A. ability to work and manage team stakeholders at the same way independently by their              
sex 
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B. cultural intelligence, i.e. ability to interpret gestures and behaviours unfamiliar with           
respect of the one of compatriots 

C. being able to exploit differences in the way of working and work attitudes due to various                
cultural background 

D. being able to speak the same language of the stakeholders (when different than own              
mother language) 

 

CONFLICTS MANAGEMENT 
 
17) How important is the leader conflict management style in order to reach a successful ERP                
project implementation? (1-very irrelevant, 5-very relevant) 
 
18) According to your experience, the most effective conflicts management style in an ERP              
implementation project is: 

A. Competitive style (achieve one’s goal at expenses of someone else’s) 
B. Accommodative style (satisfy someone else concerns at own expenses) 
C. Sharing style (halfway between competitive and accommodating) 
D. Collaborative style (promote collaboration to reach win-win solutions) 
E. Avoidant style (avoid engaging conflict resolutions issues) 

 

SUMMARY QUESTIONS 
 
Taking into account the leadership styles, charismatic traits, cultural diversity aspects, conflict            
management and ethical factors considered with the previous questions and analyzing your            
past experience about ERP implementation projects which were not successful according to            
our definition, either managed by you or someone else. 
 
19) are you able to identify most common leader’s traits  among the ones analyzed above? 
 
20) which factors do you think would have possibly modified the outcome in a positive way? 
 
21) After rethinking the previous questions and your experience, how do you think that the               
leader’s behaviour and style impacts over the success of the ERP implementation project? (1-5) 
 
22) additional comments/notes 
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Appendix 2. Open coding 

Situation analysis 

Q1. By your experience, how do you perceive the following categories to be able to work in                 

independence, i.e. without strict planning and control of tasks by a centralized leadership? (from

1 to 5) 

[Figure A2_1. Q1. Categories to be able to work in independence] 

Q2. According to your experience, what is the influence of the following factors in reaching a                

successful implementation of an ERP project (1-very negative, 2-moderately negative, 3-

neutral, 4-moderately positive, 5-positive)
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[Figure A2_2. Q2. influence of the factors for a successful implementation of an ERP project] 

Q3. According to your experience, how is the difficult to lead the following factors to reach a                 

successful implementation of an ERP project (1-very easy, 2-moderately easy, 3- average,            

4-moderately difficult, 5-very difficult) 

 

[Figure A2_3. Q3. difficult to lead for a successful implementation of an ERP project]
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Leadership style 

Q4. Which of the following definition best describes your leadership style within the context of               

the ERP implementation project? 

[Figure A2_4. Leadership style] 

Concept Category Paradigm

Participative Leadership style Contextual condition 

Achievement-oriented 

Directive

[Table A2_1. Open coding, Question 4]

Q5. Do you think your leadership style has an impact on the success of the ERP project                 

implementation and why? 

“Right mix of supportive, participation and goal-oriented kind of leadership is always helping to

reach the success. However as a Leader you need to know when to step-in in case of plan not                   
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well addressed or not followed. No micro-management though, unless your middle management            

team is weak or absent” 

Open coding:  

- balanced leadership style with an ability to understand the team’s needs are required              

for the success.  

- in case of that the middle management team is weak or absent, the case could be                 

considered as intervening conditions affecting the phenomenon 

- in order to avoid micro-management a strategy might be required 

 “Planning is the key” 

Open coding:  

- In order to implement the plan a strategy is required 

“Yes, team morale and participation” 

Open coding:  

- Leadership trait and behavior focused on the relationship-oriented 

“Definitely yes. The success pass through only motivated colleague with interesting challenges” 

Open coding:  

- Motivated colleague with interesting challenges 

“Yes, because it is project based only on the collaboration among people, so leading to create                

the right environment is the most important thing together with people skills mix” 

Open coding:  

- Leading to create the right environment  
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Concept Category Paradigm 

balanced leadership style with an 
ability to understand the team’s 
needs 

Leadership style 
 

Contextual condition 
 

 Relationship-oriented 

middle management team is weak or 
absent 

Organization 
 

Intervening condition 
 

avoid micro-management unless it is 
necessary 

focus on strategy action/interaction 
 

Planning is the key focus on strategy action/interaction 

 successful result consequence 

However as a Leader you need to 
know when to step-in in case of plan 
not well addressed or not followed. 

Uncertainties 
 

Phenomenon 
 

 Relationship-oriented Leadership style Contextual condition 

Motivated colleague with interesting 
challenges 

Motivation Intervening condition 

Leading to create the right 
environment  

 

[Table A2_2. Open coding, Question 5] 

Q6. Do you have experience with other styles of leadership applied to ERP project               

implementation (by yourself or other leaders) and, if yes, do you think this influenced the result                

and how? 

“Yes, usually the Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and less on making people                 

working at their best. All the others styles need to be blended together to achieve success.” 

“A too oppressive leadership kill the ideas to clever solve the problems” 
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“Yes, a too strict directive senior manager leader made me as younger PM feel uncomfortable in                

leading the project, which failed.” 

Open coding:  

- “Directive tends to focus more on the micro-tasks and less on making people working               

at their best.” 

- Too strict leadership negative impact on the result 

- “... micro-tasks” 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

“Directive tends to focus more on 
the micro-tasks and less on making 
people working at their best.” 

Leader’s trait or behavior 
 

Contextual condition 
 

Too strict leadership negative 
impact on the result 

“... micro-tasks” focus on strategy action/interaction 

[Table A2_3. Open coding, Question 6] 

Q7. Do you think the leadership style in relation with each team involved the in the project and                  

previously defined should be differentiated and how? 

“yes, as a Leader you should adapt and change your style based on the context and team you                   

have in front of you.” 

 “Leader should adapt to team and every single member of the team” 

“No” 

“The right differentiation is the task assigned. It must be differentiated by skill and seniority of                

the colleague, in order to assign the right complexity of the challenge, not too low (bore) and not                  
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to high (lose heart and require constant support by more senior collegues). However I believe in                

pair programming tasks.” 

“Outsourced teams need more task definition as it is usually in their role to focus on tasks with                  

clear boundaries and they are often less skilled jobs, as help desk. Project consultants and               

experts need to be free to exploit their experience, which is their big value” 

Open coding:  

- A leadership should be flexible and adopted depending on the context and the team 

- Differentiated challenges for motivation 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

A leadership should be flexible and 
adopted depending on the context 
and the team 

Leadership style 
 

Contextual condition 

Differentiated challenges for 
motivation 

Motivation Intervening condition 

[Table A2_4. Open coding, Question 7] 

Charisma 

Q8. How would you relate the following leader’s charisma factors, skills, characteristics to the              

successful implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral,          

4-moderately relevant, 5-relevant) 
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[Figure A2_5. Charisma] 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Significance of the leaders trait for      
the success 

Leader’s trait or behavior Contextual condition 

[Table A2_5. Open coding, Question 8] 

Q9. Please choose 3 factors among the ones presented in the previous question that you would                

like to master (even if you already master) to positively influence the outcome of ERP               

implementation projects and explain why. 

“Vision, Trust and Communication are very important skills to use during large programs or

managing big teams. Being able to be heard and considered trustworthy, means that your             

Vision will pass through and will become the team's vision - of course you need to have one!”

“Communication skill, direct and candid, positive attitude” 

“ability to make team members feel capable, be direct and candid, being positive, optimistic” 
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“get and support constantly the trust between colleagues, achievable only if the focus is the               

common challenge to reach to success” 

“The 3 with 5 points” 

Open coding:  

- An ability to Inspire and motivate the team members 

- Vision, Trust and Communication are very important skills to use during large programs              

or managing big teams 

- Team cohesion and common challenge to success 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

An ability to Inspire and motivate 
the team members 

Leader’s trait or behavior Contextual condition 
 

Vision, Trust and Communication 
are very important skills to use 
during large programs or managing 
big teams 

Needs of vision, trust, 
inspiration 

Phenomenon 
 

Team cohesion and common 
challenge to success 

Motivation Intervening condition 

[Table A2_6. Open coding, Question 9] 

Q10. Have you experienced project failures in which some or all difficulties were clearly related               

to lack of charismatic skills of the leader? If yes, please shortly explain 

“Yes, when Project or Program leader were lacking of soft skills, most of the time they rely only                  

on Project plans and micro-management, regardless their technical or functional expertise.” 

 “No” 
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“Fortunately no direct experiences” 

“Yes because of low communication skills among etherogeneous team. Also once because a             

PM was totally lacking of self promoting attitude, so the customer felt he wasnt able to lead the                  

project” 

Open coding:  

- project failure or difficulties due to lacking of soft skills 

- micro-management 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

project failure or difficulties due to 
lacking of soft skills 

Leader’s trait or behavior 
 

Contextual condition 
 

micro-management focus on strategy action/interaction 

 Project failure Consequence 

 difficulties in project Consequence 

[Table A2_7. Open coding, Question 10] 

Ethical Behaviour 

Q11. How would you relate the following leader’s ethical behaviour to the successful             

implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral, 4-moderately          

relevant, 5-relevant) 
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[Figure A2_6. Ethical behaviour]

Concept Category Paradigm 

Ethical behaviour Leader’s trait or
behaviour 

Contextual condition

[Table A2_8. Open coding, Question 11] 

Cultural Diversity Awareness

Q12. How would you relate the following leader’s cultural and diversity sensitivity aspects to the

successful implementation of an ERP project (1-irrelevant, 2-moderately irrelevant, 3-neutral,          

4-moderately relevant, 5-relevant) 
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[Figure A2_7. Cultural diversity awareness] 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Cultural Diversity Awareness Leader’s trait or 
behaviour 

Contextual condition 

[Table A2_9. Open coding, Question 12] 

Conflicts Management 

Q13. How important is the leader conflict management style in order to reach a successful ERP                

project implementation? 
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[Figure A2_9. Conflicts management]

Concept Category Paradigm 

Conflicts Management focus on strategy action/interaction

[Table A2_10. Open coding, Question 13] 

Summary Questions 

Q14. Are you able to identify most common leader’s traits among the ones analyzed above? 

“Communication and Cultural Intelligence are key but not always present. A Leader should be

the one that doesn't push his ideas but make them a team-decision driving the people to                

achieve win-win solutions fitting within culture/organization/final goal. A successful Leader is the

one able to address, gradually, the different changes that need to happen in a company during                

the transformation journey.”

“Leaders that are directive but are not trusted by the team or the stakeholders very often fails.                 

Trust is built with a respectful and collaborative environment, the leader should also            

demonstrate his skills in the project areas to inspire trust. ” 

“Different styles, many patterns. It requires a long response” 
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“Able to create an environment in which team members work together to reach the goal and                

exploit the different skills of each. Also since the erp project is based on professional people,                

leader must be clear with them and make them satisfied” 

Open coding:  

- Communication and cultural intelligence 

- Achieve team-decision through communication and cultural intelligence 

- Team decision accordance with cultural/organizational/ final goal to achieve win-win           

solutions 

- Create an environment depending on team’s skill and motivation to achieve the goal 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Communication and cultural 
intelligence 

Leader’s trait or behavior Contextual condition 
 

Achieve team-decision through 
communication and cultural 
intelligence 

focus on strategy 
 

action/interaction 
 

Team decision accordance with 
cultural/ 
organizational/final goal to achieve 
win-win solutions 

focus on strategy action/interaction 
 

Create an environment depending 
on team’s skill and motivation to 
achieve the goal 

Motivation intervening condition 

[Table A2_11. Open coding, Question 14] 

Q15. which factors do you think would have possibly modified the outcome in a positive way? 

“Ability to understand culture and behavior will diminished internal fights and focus team and               

individual effort to strive for the common goal - the greater good - of the project. Everything must                  
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be communicated timely and in the proper way to make everybody part of the decision process                

(if needed) and accountable for their tasks and activities. In this way you avoid              

micro-management.” 

 “Positive conflict management always help. ” 

“Commitments and passion by all involved person. Company are made by person, not by team               

leaders and slaves” 

Open coding:  

- Avoiding internal conflict through understanding culture and behavior 

- Internal conflict 

- focus team and individual effort for the common goal 

- Commitments and passion 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Avoiding internal conflict through 
understanding culture and 
behavior 

Positive conflict 
management 
 

action/interaction 
 

Internal conflict Conflict intervening condition 

focus team and individual  
effort for the common goal 

focus on strategy action/interaction 
 

Commitments and passion Motivation intervening condition 

[Table A2_12. Open coding, Question 15] 

Q16. additional comments/notes 

“Leaders for large programs are keys if they are able to involve all levels and layers of the                  

organization. Changing companies is matter of leveled and staged changes in procedures,            
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tools, organization and finally people (the most challenging part). The change must be gradual              

but clear from the beginning, shared goals and target. Be fair when the final goals need to                 

change or be accomplished differently but always have people involved making them feel part of               

the team. Positive attitude always help if it comes along with strong and still ideas and                

knowledge.” 

“do always the right thing, not the most convenient thing” 

“SCRUM is the right way to approach a project. Waterfall approach it has always been a failure” 

Open coding:  

- Change management 

- “when the final goals need to change or be accomplished differently” 

- “always have people involved making them feel part of the team. Positive attitude              

always help if it comes along with strong and still ideas and knowledge” 

 

Concept Category Paradigm 

Change management focus on strategy action/interaction 

Change management Challenging task Intervening condition 

“when the final goals need to 
change or be accomplished 
differently” 

Managing deviations 
 

action/interaction 
 

“always have people involved 
making them feel part of the team. 
Positive attitude always help if it 
comes along with strong and still 
ideas and knowledge” 

Leadership style 
 

Contextual condition 
 

[Table A2_13. Open coding, Question 16] 
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